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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to introduce Mimosa:
a generic platform for modelling and simulation
and to show its applicability to the speci�cation of
multi-agent simulations based on the AGR (Agent-
Group-Role) model. The Mimosa platform al-
lows to describe the appropriate formalisms for the
targeted models and then the models themselves.
Moreover, it is able to articulate several models for
modelling complex systems. This capability is il-
lustrated by showing how the notions of environ-
ment, agents, groups and roles are speci�ed, instan-
tiated into concrete models and then run through
the speci�cation of the notion of scheduler. Finally,
an running example is given.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the Mimosa(mimosa, 2003) project
is to specify the tools allowing a modeler to de-
scribe his models in his appropriate formalism as
well as the simulations of these models. Most
of the existing modelling and simulation plat-
forms de�ne the formalism or the concepts in
which the model is expressible (Stella(Tilideske,
1998), Devs(Zeigler et al., 1999), Cormas(cormas,
2003), Starlogo(starlogo, 2002), etc.) or partly
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give the liberty to de�ne the desired concepts
by giving direct access to the underlying pro-
gramming language as a kind of universal formal-
ism (Swarm(swarm, 2003), MadKit(madkit, 2003),
RePast(repast, 2003)). Our goal is to allow the �ex-
ibility to de�ne the most appropriate formalisms for
model description without the need to access the
underlying programming language. Consequently,
a generic modelling tool should allow to both de-
�ne the discourse (i.e. the model) and the way
to express it (the formalism). Modelling a complex
system as, for example, an eco-sociosystem requires
the multiplicity of points of view (ecological, agro-
nomical, sociological, economical, etc.) which are
each a speci�c discourse with its own mean of ex-
pression and which have to be articulated together.
We insist on articulation rather than integration
which would assume or impose a kind of universal
and ultimate formalism in which everything could
be expressed.
In order to full�ll these aims, Mimosa is com-

posed of two layers. The basic layer is a tool-
box providing the elements able to build any for-
malism (cellular automata, compartment models,
state-charts or multi-agent system for dynamical
models, conceptual graphs, spatial and temporal
structures for more structured descriptions). The
second layer is an open-ended set of plugins spe-
cializing the toolbox for speci�c purposes and pro-
viding the modeler with the means to express his
models. As an example, multi-agent systems are
composed of:

• an environment which can be as simple as a
communication graph up to complex environ-
ments populated with objects and provided
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with its own dynamics;

• and the agents which are locally interacting en-
tities between themselves and with an environ-
ment. In the AGR (Agent-Group-Role(Ferber
and Gutknecht, 1998)) model, the social inter-
actions are modeled through groups in which
the agents are playing speci�c roles.

For simulation, we have additionally to introduce
explicitly the notion of time and to describe the way
time �ows in the simulation. Therefore, we have
to explain how the basic layer of Mimosa can be
used to specify the means to describe environments,
agents, groups, roles and time.
The next section shall introduce the state of the

art in simulation and modelling platforms. In the
next section, we shall introduce the basic layer
of Mimosa. This basic layer shall be instantiated
speci�cally for AGR multi-agent systems. An ex-
ample shall be given before concluding with a sum-
mary and some perspectives.

STATE OF THE ART

It is not possible to describe all the modelling and
simulation platforms because but we will concen-
trate on the main available tools for multi-agent
simulation used by an important user community.
We shall divide the existing platforms in two cate-
gories:

1. The generic platforms making almost no as-
sumption on the kind of model the modeler is
designing by giving direct access to the under-
lying programming language;

2. The dedicated platforms providing a formalism
or set of concepts in which the models have to
be expressed.

In the �rst category, the most well known multi-
agent platform is Swarm, which has been initially
realized by Chris Langton at the Santa Fe Insti-
tute and now by an important community of de-
veloppers (Daniels, 1999; swarm, 2003). Delivered
with a set of class libraries in Objective C (and
now in Java), Swarm is very e�cient in terms of
performance and existing tools but requires a long
learning curve due to its low level API at the pro-
gramming language level. Repast(Collier, 2003),

following Ascape, is as swarm-like simulation envi-
ronment. A model is described by Java classes (pos-
sibly generated separately by a simulation building
tool) and loaded into the system for execution. In
the same vein, one can cite the Mason platform
which intends to be extendable through plugins to
interface with external systems or languages (Luke
et al., 2003).
In the second category, we have StarL-

ogo(starlogo, 2002; Resnick, 1994; Reisnick, 1996)
which is designed with a dedicated language for
time-step simulations and has some successors like
NetLogo and Breve(breve, 2003; Klein, 2002) which
extends the possibilities for object-oriented descrip-
tion (using the steve language), continuous 3D sim-
ulation and some discrete event capabilities. Cor-
mas(Bousquet et al., 1988), developped at CIRAD-
Montpellier, provides the building blocks for de-
scribing cellular automata made of patches, agents
and their interactions (communicating and/or sit-
uated agents). However, the behaviours have to
be programmed in Smalltalk. Even more spe-
cialized modelling and simulation systems exist
like Stella(Tilideske, 1998) for compartment mod-
els and its integration in SME(Voinov et al., 1992),
or Devs(Zeigler et al., 1999) for multi-modeling.
MadKit(madkit, 2003; Ferber and Gutknecht,

1998; Gutknecht and Ferber, 2000) is a generic
multi-agent platform written in Java which is used
both for multi-agent research in general and for
simulation through a dedicated synchronous engine
which is similar to starlogo. This software falls in
between the two categories by its programming lan-
guage level of description and the de�nition of ded-
icated mechanisms for simulation.
If the problem of multi-modeling is widely rec-

ognized, most of the existing solutions are pro-
posed in dynamical modelling community like with
SME(Voinov et al., 1992) or Devs(Zeigler et al.,
1999), even if the later proposes encapsulation of
heterogeneous models(Ramat and Preux, 2003). If
programming level platforms allows it in principle
(Swarm, MadKit), there is no general mechanism
for doing so. As soon as the tools are designed
at modeler language level (StarLogo, Stella, Devs),
they are strictly restricted to one kind of formalism.
Therefore, there is place for a generic simulation
platform which is:

at the modeler level: providing suitable for-



malisms to let the modeler express his models
as he wants;

extensible: as for Swarm or Mason but with the
possibility to add further modeler level for-
malisms;

interoperable: in the sense that the various mod-
els can work together in the same simulation,
which is not the case for any available platform
as far as we know.

THE BASIC LAYER

The basic layer of MIMOSA is a toolbox to describe
the structure of the formalism and its dynamics.
We shall present these two aspects successively.

The structure

Basically, any formalism is made of parts and
wholes. For example, a space is made of places,
a state-chart is made of states, a cellular automata
is made of cells, etc.. Consequently, we have in-
troduced the notion of component for describing
the parts seen as indecomposable (atomic) and the
notion of compound for describing the wholes seen
as sets of components. The structure is not re-
cursive as compounds cannot be themselves com-
ponents. Additionally the compounds introduce
the way to name their components. For example,
a space names its components (places) either by
names (Lisbon, France, etc.) or by coordinates.
In addition, we introduce three notions of rela-

tions for various purposes:

intra-compound relations: are relations be-
tween the components of a compound. They
can be used to describe the transitions be-
tween the states, the relationships between
places (adjacency, containment, etc.) or the
neighbourhood relation among the cells of a
cellular automaton;

inter-compound relations: are relations be-
tween two compounds (i.e. relations between
two sets). For example, they can be used
to describe the mapping of one space into
another;

component-compound relations: are relations
between a component and a compound. They
are used to describe that an atomic component
from one point of view can be seen as com-
pounded from another point of view. They
provide the possibility of introducing explicity
the recursivity.

The dynamics

For introducing the dynamics, any object of the
system (components, compounds and relations) is
provided with an internal state which is encapsu-
lated (in the sense that it is not accessible from
the outside of the object) and can evolve over time.
Additionally, any object of the system can be mea-
sured by using measure tools and can change state
in reaction to events. A measure tool can be pa-
rameterized to specify when, where and how (scale,
etc.) the measure has to be taken. It gives access
to information on the object state. The events can
also be time stamped and they systematically are
when used for running a simulation. An event usu-
ally results in a state change and the production of
new events. The choice of using events calls for
discrete event simulation mechanisms. However,
�xed time step simulation can be made by using
clocks explicitly as generators of stamped events.
Moreover, the use of state and events as continu-
ous functions of time are envisioned for articulating
both continuous and discrete time. Currently, the
management of the events and the measure requests
is delegated to speci�c Java classes. In a future
version, it will be possible to specify the actual be-
haviour with scripting or rule-based languages, or,
for components, by relating them to a compound
implementing automata or compartment models.

summary

The basic layer is build on the notions of compo-
nent, compound, relation, state, measure tool and
event which appear to be very minimal. Moreover,
we introduce the distinction between the types and
the instances. Therefore, the modeler must de�ne
his ontology by de�ning the object types build with
the appropriate formalism and then create his mod-
els from these types.



IMPLEMENTING MULTI-

AGENT SYSTEMS

As described in the introduction, we shall succes-
sively describe the environment, the agents, the
groups, the roles and a simpli�ed account of time.

The environment

In multi-agent systems, the environment is gener-
ally considered as a network of places. Only a few
systems introduce continuous spaces and we will
not consider this case in this paper. We have de-
signed a plugin with various environment cases:

• the space made of named places in which
case the components are the places named by
symbols and the compounds are the possible
spaces. An intra-compound relation is de�ned
in order to describe the neighbourhood rela-
tion;

• the one-dimensional grid where the places are
named by a single coordinate. A neighbour-
hood relation is de�ned as an intra-compound
relation with an optional toroidal feature al-
lowing to describe circular spaces;

• the two-dimensional grid where the places are
named by two coordinates. A neighbourhood
relation is also de�ned as an intra-compound
relation with an optional toroidal feature al-
lowing to describe toroidal spaces.

Regarding the dynamics, the spaces are until now
considered as static (no place is added or removed)
but each place can be provided with a state and
a state transition function called on the incoming
of adequate events (now the events for initializing
and for synchronous and asynchronous updating
are provided). We obtain this way a slighltly gener-
alized cellular automaton on which the agents can
be situated as in Cormas.

The agents

An agent can be seen as a component of a popula-
tion of agents (the compound). Therefore we intro-
duce both the notion of population and agent. No
relations are de�ned on the population although an
aquaintance relation could be de�ned for message

passing. However, we have chosen another strat-
egy for communication based on the AGR (Agent-
Group-Role(Ferber and Gutknecht, 1998)) princi-
ples as will be described in the next section.
Regarding the dynamics, the population can

grow and shrink in response to related events. Ad-
ditionally, each agent is itself provided with a state
which for the time being also reacts to initialize,
synchronous and asynchronous updates for unifor-
mity with the cellular automata de�ned in the pre-
vious section as possible environments.
In order for an agent to be properly situated in an

environment, we de�ne an inter-compound relation
between any population of agents and any space.
This relation, called position, de�nes which agent
is on which place and therefore, maps agents into
places. The position relation reacts to the move
events (among others) and change the place the
agent is situated on if the the new place is not al-
ready occupied. This behaviour naturally imple-
ments the in�uence/reaction model where agents
only proposes changes (the in�uences) and the en-
vironment actually perform the resulting (and pos-
sibly combined) change. This is achieved at the
level of the relation rather than of the environment
as suggested in (Ferber and Müller, 1996).
This presentation calls for some comments.

First, an agent can be situated in several environ-
ments at the same time. Each environment and
relation to the environment de�nes what it is able
to perceive (through the measuring tools) and what
it is able to do (through the available events). If
these environments happen to be various points of
view on the same one, they can be implemented
either as �lters on a shared representation or on
consistency constraints between the points of view.
In either case, the inter-compound relations have
to be used. Second, the in�uence/reaction model
is no longer centralized in teh dynamics of a single
centralized environment but distributed among sev-
eral environments as long as the agent intervenes in
each environment proper dynamics and several re-
lations as long as the agent acts on its relationships
with the environments.

The groups and roles

In the AGR model, an agent can only communi-
cate within a group by playing a role and can play
several roles in several groups at the same time



(said otherwise, two groups can only communicate
through a shared agent: the notion of representa-
tive). Therefore when an agent wants to communi-
cate, it must create a new group or enter an existing
group. The formulation in Mimosa is straightfor-
ward. The components are the roles and the com-
pounds are the groups. Each role (as each group)
has a name like in MadKit. A participation relation
maps the set of agents to the set of roles specify-
ing which agent plays which role. An instance of
this relation is created for each group and allows
the agent to send messages (a particular kind of
event). The role receives the message and send it
to the related role which posts it into its related
agent mailbox. In the current implementation, the
roles only specify the destination of the outgoing
messages. Another possibility is to embed into the
roles the full interaction protocols, allowing to de-
scribe them separatly from the agents and therefore
making them reusable. This approach has been
proposed in (Hilaire et al., 2000) and fully imple-
mented in (Amiguet et al., 2002; Amiguet, 2003).
We intend to port this implementation into Mi-
mosa.

The scheduler

As described in the previous sections, the places,
the agents and even the roles in a future version,
can receive events for initializing and for perform-
ing synchronous or asynchronous updates. They
could also receive arbitrary time-stamped events in
which case each compound would have to play the
role of a discrete event simulation scheduler (repro-
ducing in a simple way the notion of schedule found
in Swarm). This later possibility has not been im-
plemented yet. The actual implementation allows
to have clock components generating tick events
with a �xed duration. A scheduler is implemented
has a compound with one clock component and a
number of clock-controlled components. When a
clock component receives an event for advancing a
number of steps, it broadcasts each tick event to
the set of clock-controlled components. The clock-
controlled components can be linked to any other
component or compound to which it will request
for either a synchronous or an asynchronous up-
date. This implementation provides the possibility
to cascade schedulers as in Swarm.

summary

In this section, we have described in detail how we
have implemented the plugins for describing the
environments, the populations of agents and the
groups and roles by specializing the generic notions
of the basic layer of Mimosa. Given the possibility
to model these notions, we shall use them into a
concrete example.

AN EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of the various modelling for-
malisms we have introduced in the previous section,
we shall describe the �re man application:

• the environment is a cellular automata com-
puting the propagation of �re in a forest. The
state of a cell is either empty, with trees, in
�re or wet. A cell initially has a given prob-
ability to be occupied by trees. At each time
step, a cell with trees has a given probability
to burn. If there is �re in the direct neighbour-
hood, a cell with trees also burns otherwise it
stays unchanged;

• a population of �reman agents has been de-
�ned. Each �reman walks around randomly
until he �nds a �re in its direct neighbour-
hood in which case it pours water on the given
cell. Moving events are sent to the position
relation, pouring water events are sent to the
places. It is up to the relation to actually per-
form the move if possible and up to the place
to decide whether to stop burning or not (in-
�uence/reaction);

• a �reman near a �re creates a group in which
it enters the role of coordinator to request
help. The unoccupied �remen look for exist-
ing groups and enter them as coordinated to
receive the coordinator commands. They will
move to the nearest coordinator;

• a scheduler is de�ned with one clock and two
clock-controlled components in order to run
synchronously both submodels: the �reman
team and the cellular automaton. The clock
events are time stamped in order to be inde-
pendent of the activation order between the
multi-agent system and the environment.



The �gure 1 shows the output of the running simu-
lation with the MIMOSA model: the building win-
dow in the background and the three windows for
the cellular automaton, the �re team and the sched-
uler. At this stage, the agents are not yet visible
on the cellular automaton view and better visual-
ization tools still have to be designed.
This example has been extended to the imple-

mentation of aggregates. An aggregate is a place
which is itself a set of adjacent places sharing a
common property. In our case, we have created a
space made of aggregates which is related to the cel-
lular automaton by an appropriate inter-compound
relation. This relation updates the set of aggregates
and their composition according to the changes to
the state of the cells such that each aggregate is
formed of adjacent burning cells. The aggregate
space is another environment in which the agent
can ask for the aggregate size and only requests
help when the �re becomes too big for him alone.
This notion of aggregation has already been imple-
mented in Cormas and found an easy de�nition in
Mimosa.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the MIMOSA framework which
is a generic modelling and simulation platform pro-
viding the means to de�ne the formalisms in which
models must be described, the modeler ontologies
and then the models themselves. The formalisms
are build out of a very minimal toolbox made of
components, compounds, relations, states, measur-
ing tools and events. The usefullness of this toolbox
to design non trivial models has been demonstrated
by instantiating these concepts for designing a very
general multi-agent system: at least as expressive
as MadKit, Cormas or Swarm. Of course this devel-
opment is very new. The underlying mechanisms
must be completed with a generalized discrete event
management and the capability to mix continuous
and discrete time. The set of plugins is open-ended
but some basic one must be implemented like the
time representations and the graphical interfaces.
We would like to thank all the participants of

the Mimosa working group(mimosa, 2003) and of
the Green team(cormas, 2003) for very useful dis-
cussions on the underlying concepts of the current
platform.
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